Before children learn to write letters ,words and numbers, they need to develop a good
understanding of all the different lines, dots, shapes and patterns. They also need to develop
efficient Fine Motor Skills and Perceptual Skills.
Parents can help their small children at home by using a box filled with sand or soil.
Writing in sand is a sensory activity and helps children to learn lines and patterns through their
bodies and the sense of touch.

There are some basic forms and lines that small children can start off with in preparation for
writing.

FIRST get a box. You can use a paper box or any flat
cardboard or plastic tray that you can find (ask in your
local supermarket for left over boxes).

INTRODUCE your child to the box.
Talk about the shape of the box.
How many corners can you count? How many sides.
How long are they? Which one is shorter? Which one is the longest?
Trace the outline with your finger.
Decorate the box outside, for example, by cutting out pictures
from a magazine and sticking them onto the outside of the box.
Make it YOUR BOX.

FILL the box with sand or soil.

You can use the PRINT OUT at the back of this manual to cut out
and make CARDS.
You can use those cards for line drawing. Have a look at the cards
together with your child.
Use your finger to trace the pattern or line. Look at them and then
draw them into the sand in your box.
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We start with lines and patterns.
Start with the dot. Make dots with your child in
the sand box. Use your fingers.
If a child is sensitive and doesn't want to touch
the sand then find a little stick and make the
dots with the stick.
Make many dots and count them, find dots in
your environment, on plants, on clothes and in
MAGAZINES. Make dots on the ground and
jump from dot to dot.
Make dots onto each others back.

Once your child can make dots and identify them you can move on to the next set of lines.

Next, make short lines in the sandbox, in all
directions.
This is a playful pattern and enhances dexterity.
Make it fun.
Count how many short lines you can make .
Make them on the palm of your hands or onto
your back.

The next step is to practice longer lines from left to right in the sand.

Start on the left side.
Make a dot. Make a line from the dot without stopping to the end
of your sandbox.
Try this many times and be gentle if time is needed until your
child can do it all.
Use a tape or a rope and lay it out on the ground . Now walk the
line.
Balance on the rope in a straight line.

Once your child can direct his or her fingers to draw a line from
left to right, you can start making lines from the top to the bottom
of the box.
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Make a dot in the sand and then move your finger from the dot up and down.
Look at lines in your enviroment. Where can you find lines ?
Maybe you have clothes with lines on them? Walking down the street... can you see lines on a
zebra crossing?
Make a line on the ground and balance on it.

Your child now knows how to make a line from the dot without stopping to the end of your
sandbox.

To help your child learn line drawing, you can tell
your child... “let's take a line for a walk”.

Now that your child can make lines from left to
right and from top to bottom, you can make a
cross.
Start from the left side and make a dot. Draw a
line from the dot to the right side of the box
without stopping.
Then make a dot in at the top of the box and
draw a straight line over the other line to the
bottom of the box without stopping.
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Now make waves...
Start from the left side and make a dot.
Make waves from the left side of the box to the
right hand edge of the box.
The movement of waves is
slowly up and down.
Observe water. Put water in a bucket and
throw a stone into it or make a splash with
your hand and have a look at the ripples.

Now, make a dot. Start on the left side, then
make a line around and around… until the
line has visited all the different corners of the
sandbox in a line without stopping.
Try out different lines and patterns. Now your
child can make dots , take a line for a walk
and make lines in different directions. Try out
different patterns and PLAY with them.

Do a zig zag in your sandbox. Make zig zags
in the air.
Make spirals in your sandbox. Make spirals
onto each others back or onto your forearm.
Draw along the outline of the box . Draw
along the long side and the short side. Make a
dot into each corner.
Create a pattern of your own. Have fun with
it. There is no right or wrong.

Young children need time to experiment with all the different patterns . It is play for them and it
should be fun.
This is pre-writing preparation and brings the idea of letters and words on paper closer to them
without any pressure.
Let children be creative in this process and PRAISE them a lot . Talk about the patterns and lines
they create. Ask questions: what is the size of the line? Is it short, long, straight or any other form?
How many dots? Make many lines and find your favorite one.
Once children are very comfortable to make lines in the sandbox and they can master tools such
as sticks , brushes when painting, and crayons when coloring, then they are getting ready to put
those lines and patterns into letters onto paper.
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From lines and patterns we move to shapes and form.

The circle.
Children often make the circle naturally as their first shape.

Let them practice their circle drawing into the sandbox many times.
You can make a face from the circle shape.
Talk about the form. It is round. It has no edges.
Where do we see circles around us, can we find circles?

YOU CAN SUPPORT THE SHAPE DRAWING BY MAKING THE
SHAPES FROM PLAY DOUGH FOR MORE TACTILE INPUT.

The square.
Make a square. How can you make a square?
Make for dots for each corner and connect the dots into a square.
How many corners does a square have.
How long are the sides?

Talk about that the sides of a square are the same length.
Look for squares in your enviroment. Make squares from play dough
or clay.

The triangle.

Make a triangle by making 3 dots and then connecting them.
How many corners does a triangle have ?
How many sides does it have?

Find things in your house that have a triangular shape. Make a triangle
from play dough or clay.
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The Rectangle.

Look at a square and a rectangle on your cards.
Find a square and a rectangular block or boxes.
Let you child look at the shapes and explore the shapes in 3D.

Walk on a square on the ground and then make a rectangle (draw with
chalk) and walk it.
Look at the sides and compare them. Make the shapes from play dough.
Explain that the square has 4 sides that are the same and the rectangle
has 2 long sides and 2 short sides.
Now make a rectangle into the box.
While you are making the shape you can say to your child,
“A rectangle has 4 corners with 2 short sides and 2 long sides.
A square has 4 corners with 4 sides all the same size.
I first make the corners by making dots. Now I connect the dots. I draw a line from one dot to the
next.”

Circle

Square

Rectangle
Triangle
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Make pictures in your sandbox.








You have learned how to make dots, lines, patterns and shapes.
Now you can create pictures as you like in your sandbox.
You can make a sun from a circle and line coming from the circle to the sides of the box.
You can make a house from a square and a triangle.
You can draw a ball with patterns inside it.
You can draw an ice cone with a triangle as the waffle and circles for delicious ice cream.
You can make many more pictures with all the shapes and lines you have learnt.

Help your child…
☺

☺
☺

☺

Be kind and praise them a lot. Say you are doing well. Well done. You are working hard. Tell
them something concrete that they have done well for example, well done for making such a
great line, thank you for playing so well and making so many beautiful dots, thank you for
having fun, well done for working hard, I can see you are doing your best.
Give lots of time and let your child do the patterns many times. Practice makes good skills
and gives your child self-confidence... I CAN DO IT.
Ask questions. Where does this line start? Where does it end? Where can you find this
shape in our house? How many lines, shapes or dots can you make into the box? Let’s
count them.
Make quiet time: Give some quiet time to your child where they can just play with the sand in
the box. Feel the sand in their hands or make a pattern with leaves or stones in the sand.

The sandbox patterns can also be used for finger painting activities.
Check out our Colours and Patterns Activity Manual, and our Basic Forms of Writing Manual.
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